We study trellises of Reed{Muller codes from rst principles. Our approach to local trellis behaviour seems to be new and yields amongst other things another proof of a result of Berger and Be'ery on the state complexity of Reed{Muller codes. We give a general form of a minimal{span generator matrix of the family of Reed{Muller codes with their standard bit{order. We apply this to determining the number of parallel subtrellises in any uniform sectionalisation of a Reed{Muller code and to designing trellises for Reed{Muller codes with more parallel subtrellises than the minimal trellis, but with the same state complexity.
Introduction

Overview
We write F 2 for the eld with two elements. By a code we mean a linear block code. A trellis T for a code C is a directed graph, the vertices of which are placed at ordered depths. The edges of T join vertices at adjacent depths and are directed according to the order of the depths. Paths through T pass through one vertex at each depth and are in one{to{one correspondence with the codewords of C. The most important application of a trellis for a code is Viterbi decoding (dynamic programming). Trellises with low vertex counts at each depth are of interest, and the state complexity of a trellis measures this. A code has a unique trellis which simultaneously minimises the number of vertices at each depth, its minimal trellis, 13]. Here we are interested in trellises and related generator matrices for Reed{Muller (RM){codes, which have received considerable interest, e. g. in 10, 12] and the articles cited there.
Equivalent codes can have di erent trellises and so the order of the bits of an RM{code is important. The bit{order of a length 2 m RM{code is determined by the order of F m 2 (see Section 1.3). The standard bit{order of such an RM{code comes from the lex icographical] order of F m 2 . (This is the natural order from both the`boolean function' and the`(uju + v) construction' approaches to RM{codes.) It is known that the standard bit{order of RM{codes is optimal with regard to minimising state complexity, 6] , and that the extended cyclic bit{order of RM{codes is worst possible, 7].
In Section 2 we characterise the local trellis behaviour of a length 2 m RM{code whose bit{order is determined by any monomial order of F m 2 . (We note that lex order of F m 2 is a monomial order Research supported by the U.K. Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council under Grant K27728.
but that the extended cyclic bit{order of RM{codes comes from an order of F m 2 which in general is not monomial.) We use this to show that a total degree order is as bad as the extended cyclic bit{order with regard to state complexity. From Section 2.2 onwards we consider only the standard bit{order. We use our description of the local trellis behaviour to give new (and simpler) proofs of some known results on the state complexity of RM{codes, such as the recurrence relations of 10] and the actual value of the state complexity found in 2]. In the process, we determine a depth at which state complexity is attained, which we use later.
In 9] an algorithm for converting a generator matrix for a code C into a trellis for C is given. A generator matrix that gives the minimal trellis is called a minimal{span generator matrix. 1 In Section 3 we give a general form for minimal{span generator matrices for the family of RM{codes with their standard bit{order. (A minimal{span generator matrix can be determined for any given RM{code using an algorithm in 11], however, as far as we are aware, there is no known general form for minimal{span generator matrices for the family of RM{codes.)
A subtrellis of T is a trellis whose paths are a subset of the set of paths through T. Subtrellises are parallel if they have no vertices in common other than the initial vertex and a nal vertex. Parallel subtrellises in a trellis can be used for parallel processing , 12] . The number of parallel subtrellises can be increased by dividing a trellis into sections (as described in Section 4). In Sections 4 and 5 we use the general form minimal{span generator matrix and results of 12] to determine the number of parallel subtrellises in uniform sectionalisations of the minimal trellises of RM{codes and to design trellises for RM{codes with more parallel subtrellises than the minimal trellis, but with the same state complexity.
Some of the results on the local trellis behaviour and state complexity of RM{codes rst appeared in 3].
Trellises
For n 1, a length n trellis T over an alphabet A is an edge{labelled, directed graph with the following properties: its vertex set, V , has an (n + 1){way partition, V = S n?1 i=?1 V i ; its edge set, E, has an n{way partition, E = S n?1 i=0 E i such that E i is a set of triples (v i?1 ; a; v i ) with v i?1 2 V i?1 , v i 2 V i and a 2 A ; such an edge is from vertex v i?1 to vertex v i and has label a.
We also require the following connectivity properties: for 1 i n ? 1, if (v We note that f?1; : : : ; n ? 1g is refered to as the set of depths and that V i is the set of vertices at depth i etc. Usually the depths are labelled from 0 to n but ?1 to n ? 1 will prove to be more natural when considering trellises for RM{codes. Typically the rst and last depths each contain a single vertex, the initial and nal vertices, but we deal with trellises with more than one nal vertex. A consequence of the`edge{set property' is that all edges are between vertices at depths i ? 1 and i for some 0 i n ? 1 and that distinct edges between the same two vertices must have di erent labels. We note also that the fact that a trellis is connected ensures that there is an edge from the initial vertex.
When n and A are understood, T will always denote a length n trellis over A .
For ?1 i < j n ? 1 We note that s i (T ) = b i;i (T ) and that b i?1;i (T ) = log 2 jE i j, where E i is the set of edges of T between depths i ? 1 and i. There are other measures of trellis complexity, such as the the edge complexity, given by jEj = P n?1 i=0 2 bi?1;i(T) , and the actual number of computations used in Viterbi decoding with the trellis, given by 2jEj ?jV j+1, where jV j = P n?1 i=0 2 si(T) . If T is the minimal trellis for C then we refer to any of the trellis complexities of the minimal trellis of C as a trellis complexity of C. In this case we also write s i (C) for s i (T ), b i;j (C) for b i;j (T ), s(C) for s(T) and b(C) for b(T). We calculate the trellis complexities of an RM{code and its dual in Example 2.3.
Reed{Muller codes
We work from the de nition of Reed{Muller (RM{)codes given in e. g. 1], using variables X 1 ; : : : ; X m . For 0 r m, we put Mon(r; m) = fX i1 X i k : 0 k r and 1 i 1 < i 2 < < i k mg and Poly(r; m) equal to the F 2 {linear span of the monomials in Mon(r; m). and for 0 r m we de ne RM(r; m) by RM(r; m) = ev(Poly(r; m)): If F m 2 is ordered by a monomial (respectively total degree) order then we say that RM(r; m) has a monomial (respectively total degree) bit{order. As in Section 1.1, if F m 2 has lex order then we say that RM(r; m) has its standard bit{order. We remark that, although the standard bit{order minimises the state complexity of an RM{code, 6 ], this does not guarantee that the standard bit-order minimises the other trellis complexities of RM{codes. We label the columns of a generator matrix of RM(r; m) from 0 to 2 m ? 1 and write dim(r; m) for the dimension of RM(r; m).
State complexity of RM{codes
We study local trellis behaviour and introduce points of gain/fall. We then characterise the points of gain/fall of RM(r; m) with any monomial bit{order. We use this characterisation (a) to show that the state complexity of RM(r; m) is worst possible when it has a total degree bit{order, (b) to give a new proof of the recurrence relations of 10] and (c) to give a new proof of the value of the state complexity found in 2] when RM(r; m) has its standard bit{order.
Points of Gain and Fall
While a minimal{span generator matrix produces a minimal trellis, measures of trellis complexities for a length n code C can also be determined without a minimal{span generator matrix. For points can be used to form a generator matrix for C called a future{oriented generator matrix (respectively past{oriented generator matrix). We extend the notion of initial and nal points to polynomials. So for 0 6 = f 2 Poly(r; m) we put initial(f) = initial(ev(f)) = minfi : f( i ) 6 = 0g and nal(f) = nal(ev(f)) = maxfi : f( i ) 6 = 0g. Thus the points of gain of RM(r; m) occur at the initial points of polynomials in Poly(r; m) and the points of fall of RM(r; m) occur at the nal points of polynomials in Poly(r; m). In the proof of Proposition 2.2 we give a past{oriented generator matrix and a future{oriented generator matrix for RM(r; m). For 2 F m 2 we write j j 0 for the number of 0's in and j j 1 for the number of 1's in . We now show that RM(r; m) with a total degree bit{order has state complexity reaching the Wolf upper{bound, 14]. Since there are dim(r; m) points of gain of RM(r; m) it is su cient (from Equation (1) We will make considerable use of a special case (Corollary 2.6) of the next result. While Proposition 2.5 may be known, we include a proof based on Proposition 2.2 for completeness. is given. We give a simple inductive proof of Equation (2) Recall that a minimal{span generator matrix for a code C is a generator matrix that gives the minimal trellis of C using the algorithm of 9]. Equivalently a minimal{span generator matrix is a generator matrix which is simultaneously a past{oriented generator matrix and a future{oriented generator matrix, e. g. 9]. (Past{oriented generator matrices and future{oriented generator matrices were de ned in Section 2.1).
The two generator matrices for RM(r; m) implicit in the proof of Proposition 2.2 are well-known.
A generator matrix can be converted into a minimal{span generator matrix, e. g. 9]. Thus it is possible to determine a minimal{span generator matrix for a given RM{code (with any bit{order).
In this section we determine a general form for minimal{span generator matrices for the family of We note that, by convention Q ; = 1, so that U(0; m) = f1g = V(r; r; m ? r ? 1). The sets U(k; 4) and V(k; 2; 4) for 0 k 2 are given in Example 3.7. For sets of polynomials P; Q we write P Q = fp q : p 2 P; q 2 Qg and ev(P)] for a matrix whose rows are the elements of ev(P). (8) and nal(p q1) is the right{hand side of (6). Since (7) is less than (8) U(0; 4) = f1g and V(0; 2; 4) = fX 1 X 2 + X 1 X 4 + X 2 X 4 + X 4 ; X 1 X 3 + X 1 X 4 + X 3 X 4 + X 4 ; X 2 X 3 + X 2 X 4 + X 3 X 4 + X 4 g. With k = 1, U(1; 4) = fX 4 ; X 4 + 1g and V(1; 2; 4) = fX 1 + X 3 ; X 2 + X 3 g. With k = 2, U(2; 4) = fX 3 X 4 ; X 3 X 4 + X 4 ; X 3 + X 3 X 4 ; 1 + X 3 + X 4 + X 3 X 4 g and V(2; 2; 4) = f1g. This gives G(2; 4) = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 0001000110001000 0000010110100000 0000001111000000 0000000001011010 0000000000111100 0101101000000000 0011110000000000 0000000000001111 0000000011110000 0000111100000000 1111000000000000 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 : Finally for this section, we note that, while the generator matrices implicit in the proof of Proposi- We refer to jjT h?1;:::;h ?1 jj as the number of parallel subtrellises in T h?1;:::;h ?1 . We note that jjT h?1;:::;h ?1 jj is not the number of sets of parallel subtrellises. The number of parallel subtrellis in T is 2. We note that ff(e 00 ; e 10 )g; f(e 0 00 ; e 0 10 )gg, ff(e 00 ; e 10 ); (e 01 ; e 11 )g; f(e 0 00 ; e 0 10 )gg and ff(e 00 ; e 10 ); (e 01 ; e 11 )g; f(e 0 00 ; e 0 10 ); (e 0 01 ; e 0 11 )gg are all sets containing only parallel subtrellises (and that there are many more).
In 12] a minimal{span generator matrix for a code is used to determine the number of isomorphic parallel subtrellises in uniform sectionalisations of the minimal trellis of the code. Large numbers of such subtrellises are good for Viterbi decoding using parallel processing, 12]. We use our general form minimal{span generator matrix for RM{codes and a result of 12] to calculate the number of isomorphic parallel subtrellises in uniform sectionalisations of the minimal trellises of RM{codes. Uniform sectionalisations of trellises for RM{codes are necessarily 2 u {way sectionalisations for some 0 u m and the sections are of length 2 m?u . All parallel subtrellises will be isomorphic so we just refer to parallel subtrellises. 5 Trellises for RM(r;m) with parallel subtrellises
As noted in Section 4 parallel subtrellises in trellises can be utilised to speed up decoding using parallel processing. In 12] knowledge of a minimal{span generator matrix for a code C is used to design trellises for C with more parallel subtrellises than the minimal trellis, but with the same state complexity. An analysis of the advantages of such non{minimal trellises is given in 12,
Section IV]. We apply a`coset trellis construction' to the minimal{span generator matrix, G(r; m), obtaining a trellis T(r; m) for RM(r; m) with complexity s(r; m) (Theorem 5.5) and with 2 t(r;m)
parallel subtrellises, where t(r; m) is determined in Lemma 5.2.
Coset trellises
We describe the trellis construction of 12]. For all trellises in this section v ?1 is the vertex at depth ?1. We recall that our de nition of a trellis allows for more than one nal vertex. 
The coset trellis T(r; m)
We recall that G(r; m) n 1 ; : : : ; t(r;m) ] is the (dim(r; m) ? t(r; m)) 2 m matrix whose rows are the rows of G(r; m) excepting 1 ; : : : ; t(r;m) and that RM(r; m) n 1 ; : : : ; t(r;m) ] is the code generated by G(r; m) n 1 ; : : : ; t(r;m )]. We write G t (r; m) for G n 1 ; : : : ; t(r;m) ] and C t (r; m) for RM(r; m) n 1 ; : : : ; t(r;m) ]. Also we write T t (r; m) for the minimal trellis of C t (r; m). 
